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Abstract: Mobile phone has become a common commodity and
usually the most common purchased item. Thousands of types of
mobiles are released every year with new features and new
specification and new designs. So the real question is prediction is
that what is the real price of the mobile and to estimate the price
of the mobile within the market for optimal marketing and
successful launch of the product. Price has become a major factor
for development of any product and its sustainability in the
market. Mobile prices also impact the marketing of the mobile and
also its popularity with other competitors. With the available
specifications and desired designs, money is also an important
factor to survive within the market. Customer usually sees that
they are able to buy with the specification with the given estimated
price or not. So to estimating the price is an important factor
before releasing the mobile and also to know about the market and
competitors. In this Prediction, Dataset is collected from the
existing market and different algorithms are applied to reduce the
complexity and also identify the major selection features and get
the best comparison within the data .This Tool is used to find the
best price with maximum specifications.
Keywords: Machine Learning, Data Collection, Forward
Selection, Backward Selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Price always has a important impact factor in the product
buying aspect and also in the mindset of the buyer who would
consider “what is the worth and is it good to buy within this
range”. During any product launch into the market, there is a
lot of variables and factors are considered and especially in
mobiles many features and specification like memory is
considered and also the impacting of the cost also may have
impact with the competition in the market place. In Mobile
there are many specification and features like camera, video,
quality of processor, quality of the material. There is many
constraints in consideration of the price, as the product
should be economical and reachable with overall
consideration. Mobile Prices and Specification is mainly
considered for selection and comparison. Different tools and
Classifiers are used select best features and select the dataset
for comparison. Since thousands of mobiles are released each
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year so dataset is complex to collect. So with selective
feature, it is used to reduce the complexity of the dataset and
get the estimate price to get an idea to release the product in
the market. In this Prediction, There are many multiple
variables to be considered to get the précised results of the
price and other features. of the mobile dataset this will help
the buyer and also the marketer and the developer to get
precise information from historical data of mobile phones
and help them to decide are fine and satisfactory. In this
project KNN Model algorithm, it is used to find the distances
between K models and model for testing the dataset. The
accuracy is also calculated using K model and the training
model is used. The KNN model is used to predict the model
for price.
II. PRESENT WORK
This project consists of five main steps that are mentioned
below
▪ Data Collection.
▪ Analysis of Data.
▪ Visualizing the Data.
▪ Classification of Data.
▪ Testing.
A. Data Collection
Different features and data about mobile is collected.
Type of mobile used-Android or Any other Type, Size of the
Screen, Memory of RAM, Camera Pixels, thickness and
length of the mobile and also the durability of the battery is
collected.
Table- I: Dataset Collected.
Feature

Minimum

Maximum

Size of the Screen (inches)

4.0

15.0

Weight(gram)

80.0

700.0

Thickness(mm)

4.0

14.0

Memory(GB)

1.0

10.0

Battery

300.0

9900.0

B. Analysis Of Data
The Data collected is analyzed and it takes the range of
minimum and maximum into consideration and takes the
count and derives its mean value. The price value is divided
into different categories as shown below and also it’s divided
into training data set and instances data set for more accuracy.
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Table- II: Price prediction Classiifcation.
Count
Less than 170
170-310
310-50

B. Comparison of Features
The comparison of features is visualized into graphs and the
predicated value is estimated and the feature is extracted and
the comparison is taken into consideration to give out
important information.

Category
Very Affordable.
Affordable
Expensive

C. Visualizing Of Data
Data would be visualized with the price prediction
classification model using Elbow Method. Complexity of the
model is reduced using principal variables.If there are higher
no of constraints and features and variables there would be
more complexity and harder to visualize the data .so if the
features are related we could use reduction algorithms to
reduce the complexity. Features selection is used to select a
particular dimension and eliminate other features and keep
only features which give the most specific information.
Extraction of dataset is used to find the specific dataset and
features by forward and backward selection in which forward
selection we start with no features then we add the important
features which would give out the important information and
In Backward Selection we eliminate the feature which does
not give any information and keep only the main features .

Fig.2.Price range vs. Ram Size

D. Classification Of Data
After the data is visualized, the model is designed to find the
accuracy where it is modeled with number of correct samples
with total number. Classification is done to find the correct
accuracy and correct samples instances. Classification is also
done with predicated price and features and percentage of
accuracy of positive samples with total samples.
E. Testing
With the preprocessed data, The prediction of test data is
done with different features where preprocessed data is split
for testing and training dataset. The data set is used to find the
Accuracy and also the performance and also the predicated
value of the product.
III. RESULT
A. Using Elbow Method.
The number of error rates is taken into consideration with K
dataset values .The error values is taken into consideration.
The test values are taken with range of predicated price and
accuracy is calculated and the features are selected. The unit
module accuracy is calculated with positive samples with
negative samples that is the failed number that is the
percentage of accuracy.

Fig.3. Memory vs. Price Range
If the customer or the developer wants to take the
consideration of the predication of the price range and with
other Memory and Ram size. The accuracy is calculated by
comparison of features with Price using K model.
IV. CONCLUSION
This Project deals with the predication of the price and the
features of the mobile .It uses Feature selection to give
precise features to be selected and get maximum accuracy
results. If there is Forward selection in the data set then it
reduces the accuracy of the features and In Backward
selection, if we eliminate an important part then its efficiency
is reduced. This project model could be improved by
developing software that could predict by selecting features
so that it could be used while launching the new product. I f
there are more features and selections are added to the dataset
with the given real instances then it would be more precise
and accurate result would be available.
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